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Abstract

L

= payload mass

QED propulsion systems use lightweight inertial
electrostaticfusion IE power sources to accelerate
propellant with energy from clean fusion reactions.
These can be applied to the flight spectrum from high
speed aircraft to quasiinterstellar QIS travel. For
rocket propulsion electrical cbeams can be used for
propellant heating, but QIS flight must use propellant
diluted fusion products, directed magnetically. Each en
gine type scales uniquely, but the thrust/mass ratio F
varies crudely with specific impulse Isp = Isp/1000 over
the classes as F Isp1.125 = 9.5, for 0.15 < Isp <150. QIS
flights are examined with special attention to missions
to 1001000 A.U.; these can be achieved with single
stage vehicles at constant power in 1.55 years along an
acceleration/coast/deceleration flight profile, with 200 <
Isp <300 sec. QIS engine design requirements are found
to be within the range of practical engineering tech
nologies.

Pf

= gross fusion power

Nomenclature
a0

= initial vehicle force acceleration

af

= final vehicle force acceleration

B

= magnetic field strength

E0

= core ion energy in IEF system

F, F

= engine thrust, thrust/mass ratio

Ggross

= ratio gross electric to drive power

Isp

= engine system specific impulse

Isp

= normalized Isp = Isp/1000

0

= vehicle gross mass



= engine system mass

p

= propellant mass

1

P0, Prs = net fusion or electric power
P = Pne= propulsive jet thrust power
b

= engine thrusting ”burn” time



= vehicle speed

0 = gIsp = propellant exhaust speed
S, S

= incremental distance traversed

c

= “characteristic” velocity of flight/mission

1. Introduction
The direct production of electric power appears possible
from fusion reactions between fuels whose products
consist solely of charged particles and thus do not pre
sent radiation hazards from energetic neutron produc
tion, as do reactions involving deuteronbearing fuels.
These include the fuels p 1H, 11B, and 3He. These can
be “burned” in inertialelectrostaticfusion IEF de
vices 1 2 to power quietelectricdischarge QED fusion
propulsion systems. IEF power sources can provide
directconverted electrical power at high voltage MeV
to heat and expand or to accelerate directly a working
fluid to provide rocket thrust at high specific impulse
Isp from 1500 to 70,000 see. These engine systems are
most useful for nearand solar system interplanetary
flights. Alternatively, the fusion products can be used to
heat directly a propellant/diluent. Such a dilutedfusion
product DFP engine system avoids the di culties and
thermal limitations of energy conversion equipment and
allows attainment of extremely high Isp  up to that of
the fusion products alone Isp  1.4E6 sec  as required
for longrange QIS missions.
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Here, initial summary is given of QED fusiondirect
electric engine systems, and of their features and per
formance ranges. This is followed by review of the prin
ciples and characteristics of IEF power source systems,
and a discussion of their application to the DFP engine
concept for QIS missions. Special attention is given to
vehicle performance over a range of very high specific
impulse 1E51E6 sec and to discussion and specification
of a typical candidate DFP/IEF engine and singlestage
vehicle for rapid flight to 550 A.U.

and Xray heating of cryogenic structures required for
the superconducting magnets. These CSRA, B engine
systems scale dierently than ARC engines, following a
more complex scaling algorithm that reflects the vari
able mass of waste heat radiator required as the system
Isp is made to increase above the ARC limiting values.
This is given simply as the ratio FCSR = FARC/1 + raj/
ARC, which can be written:

[ F ]CSR 

2. OED Engine Systems
The simplest and most direct engine system is all
regenerativelycooled ARC and employs direct
electricdriven quasirelativistic ebeams reb for 100
e cient heating of air or rocket propellant to extreme
temperatures, with resulting high specific impulse ex
haust performance capabilities.3 This basic QED rocket
engine configuration is shown in schematic outline in
Figure 1. The upper limit performance of this ARC/
QED engine is set by the maximum limiting cooled
structure temperature. Its thrust/enginemass ratio F
and normalized specific impulse Isp = Isp/1000 scale
approximately as Farc Isp0.85 = 8.5; here higher Isp im
proves performance relative to the usual F  1/Isp scal
ing because of the minimum size and mass of the small
est IEF source that can be used practically with fusion
fuels of interest.
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Figure 1 — Schematic outline of ARC/QED engine system

Higher Isp can be attained by use of controlled space
radiators CSR, rather than regeneration, to handle the
waste heat loads. However, the upper Isp limit of such
thermal CSR/QED here called CSRA systems is, once
again, thermal; here it is the limiting temperature that
can be sustained by the nozzle walls. This maximum
temperature, and hence Isp is set by thermal radiatio
from the propellant gas to the walls, and this can no be
inhibited by the particleconvectioninsulating nozzle
wall B fields. Beyond this limit it is necessary to use the
IEFgenerated directelectric power to drive still higher
exhaust speeds in a nonthermal manner, by means of
collective acceleration in electronbeam travelingwave
fields. The performance of this CSRB system is set by
the absolute limit of unavoidable waste heat cooling.
This is about 1E4 of system total power, due to gamma
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for twosided radiation at a temperature
with
radiator singlesided surface area specific mass of 3 kg/
m3. Here Trad is radiator temperature in oK. Figure 2
provides schematic outlines of each of these QED en
gines, in sequence, showing the principal subsystems of
each complete QED engine system, as described above.
Such engines can be used for missions ranging from
practical groundtoearthorbit flight to fast flights
through the inner and outer solar system, with both
short flight times and high payload fractions in single
stage vehicles. The performance of such engine systems
has been detailed previously 4 for such missions. Follow
ing the algorithms given above, the general level of per
formance found for this sequence of QED propulsion
systems is shown in Figure 3, which plots propellant ex
haust specific impulse Isp as a function of engine system
thrust/mass ratio F in comparison with performance
projections for other concepts for fusion propulsion.5
The ARC and CSR with Trad = 1100 oK QED engine
performance curves shown are based on IEF sources
using p11B fusion fuels, and are seen to outperform all
other advanced concepts for controlled fusion propul
sion by 23 orders of magnitude. The 3He3He reaction
can not be used practically in the ARC/CSR engine con
cepts because of the di culty of direct electric conver
sion of the wide energy spread of its fusion products.
However this is not an impediment for the thermal con
version or utilization of their energy.
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Figure 2 — Schematic outline of QED engines,
from regeneratively-cooled to space radiation systems

sp

Specific Impulse, I (sec)

Thus this reaction may prove useful for thermal/
electrical power generation in central station power
plants, when 3He fuel eventually becomes available
from a widelydiused spacebased economy, or for use
in the nonelectric DFP engines of interest for QIS
flight missions.

system operation. They reach maximum density at a
core radius set by the ratio of their initial transverse en
ergy dEI at injection, to their energy E0 = 1E0 at the
core boundary rc, as given by <rc> = rc/R = dEI/E0.0.5.
Typical ion convergence ratios are 0.001 < <rc> <0.01,
which yield core densification of 1E41E6 above the
minimum ion densities in the system.
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Figure 3 — QED engine performance, showing Isp variation
with thrust-to-engine-mass ratio [F] compared with conventional magnetic fusion concepts.

Cusp Electron Losses

Propulsion system performance beyond even these levels
is required for practical space flight to more distant,
longer missions such as those to the Oort Cloud or the
solarlens gravitational point 550 A.U., or to further
quasiinterstellar distances. For such missions, the usual
QED engine thermallylimited directelectric
conversion systems must be abandoned in favor of sys
tems that use directfusionproduct DFP propellant
heating, without the medium of intervening mass
accelerating machinery. The performance range of such
DFP engines using p11B fuel is also shown in the figure.
These are discussed in more detail in following sections.

Figure 4 — The EXL/IEF concept; ion acceleration by
electron-injection driven negative potential well maintained
in polyhedral magnetic field

3. IEF Power Sources

p + 11B  3 4He

The IEF fusionelectric source systems of interest here
all use quasisphericallysymmetric polyhedral magnetic
fields to confine electrons which are injected at high
energy E0, so as to form a negative electric potential well
that can confine fusion ions in sphericallyconverging
flow. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of this
electronacceleration EXL IEF system. Fusion ions are
inserted into the well near its boundary R, so that they
“fall” towards the center and oscillate across the ma
chine, with density increasing rapidly 1/r2 towards the
center. Their injection rate is controlled relative to elec
tron drive current so that their core energy reaches a
specified central virtual anode height  = E0 desired for

3He

3

Clean Fusion Reactions
Preferred fusion reactions are those whose products
consist solely of charged particles. These reactions are
free from the radiation hazards of energetic neutrons
which always characterize fusion in deuteronbearing
mixtures. The clean fusion fuels of most interest for
QED and DFP propulsion engine applications are ‘H,
11B, and 3He, reacting according to:

+ 3He  4He + 2p

8.68 MeV 

2

12.9 MeV

3

The direct production of electric power from these re
actions is possible by deceleration of the charged fusion
product ions in an externallyimposed electric field.
They will move predominantly radially from their cen
tral birth point in the IEF core region, and can be col
lected as they approach zero kinetic energy, by grids or
plates placed at appropriate radial positions along the
particle path. These collectors are connected to the
electrical circuit in which current is driven through the
system external load. In such a direct conversion system
DCS the easiest fusion products to directconvert are
those of 2, because of the welldefined energies of the
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fusion product alphas.6 These are roughly 2.46 MeV and
3.76 MeV and, since their charge is Z = 2, electric field
deceleration requires a retarding potential of only about
1.9 MeV. This can be sustained by sphericallysymmetric
grids located at 0.51 m outside of the IEF ionconfining
region. Thus, complete directconversion p11B IEF sys
tems need be only about 12 m larger in diameter than
the size required for producing the controlled fusion
process, itself.
The second reaction is much less suited to electrical
power production by direct conversion because the en
ergy distribution of the reaction products in 3 is con
tinuous rather than discretely defined, and the proton
energy can range from about 10.7 MeV to nearly zero,
with a corresponding variation of alpha energy from 1.1
MeV to 6.4 MeV. Converting the maximum energy of
the proton requires DCS structures of sizable radial di
mensions ca. 510 m, and the spread in energy forces
the collection of fusion products over the entire extent
of the decelerating system, thus many collection grids
are required. This poses both mechanical and thermal
problems considerably worse than those for the p11B
reaction, with its welldefined fusion product energies.
Indeed, the 3He3He system seems suited to propulsion
use only through direct heating of propellant in a
diluent/propellant system, rather than through a direct
electroconversion cycle to produce power for subse
quent propellant heating.
For extremely high Isp as needed for high performance in
QIS flight, it is impractical to use energy conversion
machinery for main power in any event, because even
minor ineciencies pose insuperable thermal loads and
waste heat disposal requirements that can be met only
with massive space radiator and internal cooling systems
and equipment. Thus, both the p11B and 3He3He cycles
should be employed in direct propellant heating, to
achieve highest F for DFP engines. In the present
work the 3He3He reaction system is not considered fur
ther.

IEF Vacuum System Operation
and Fuel Recycling
In conventional applications, IEF sources must be main
tained and operated at low background pressure < 1E7
torr by continuous vacuum pumping on the outer shell
containing the fusion reaction region.7 This will remove
both unburned fuel atoms as well as the fusion products,
themselves, which must then be separated for subse
quent use. However, the DFP engine concept requires
that the fusion products escap the IEF source, to ex
pand freely into an external region in which propellant/
diluent is supplied, and thus to achieve control of thrust
and specific impulse by control of the mixture ratio of
diluent and fusion product mass flows. The IEF system

4

must not be contained by a vacuum shell but must be
open to the vacuum region of the propellant/diluent
mixing region which, itself, is open to space as its main
vacuum pumping system. However, some means must be
found to capture and reuse unburned fuel before it
reaches the mixing region, else this will also be lost to
space along with the fusion products and diluent ex
haust. Fortunately, it is relatively simple to capture unre
acted fuel ions, because their energy is very small com
pared to that of the fusion products, and their internal
orbits across the system are quite constrained.
Fuel ions that are upscattered in energy by core colli
sions after sucient residence time in the IEF system
without fusing, will circulate to greater and greater
radial extent as their energy becomes larger and larger. A
porous tungsten tube surrounded by a solenoidal mag
netic field with axis radial to the system center, can be
placed at such an outer radial position. This “limiter”
will then be struck by and will adsorb these energetic
ions when they have reached the radial position of the
limiters. Vacuum pumping of the limiter will then ex
tract the captured fuel ion  now neutral atoms  and
allow them to be recycled back into the IEF system for
subsequent use. Design studies of such limiters show
that they need occupy only about 0.0010.01 of the IEF
active surface at the magnet radius, thus will not impose
a significant power loss on the system. By use of this
IEF device geometry and limiters, the separation of fu
sion products from unburned fuels can be accomplished
in a straightforward manner with a minimum of external
equipment, resulting in an IEF source ideally suited to
DFP engine use.

System Configuration Thermal Loads
and Fusion Power Output
Performance
In the DFP engine application, the IEF source configu
ration is very much simpler than for use in QED/ARC/
CSR engines, or in any other central station power sys
tem. This is precisely because there is no external vac
uum shell directly surrounding the fusion reactive re
gion, thus eliminating the need for structure and cooling
of such a shell. Here the magnet coils define the active
radial boundary R of the source, and are the main
structures of the unit. Consider a truncated cubic mag
net array. Here the driving electron guns are mounted at
about 1.15 R on radial rods extending in from the DFP
engine system external confinement/thrust shell. The
IEF magnets are held in place by mutual interconnects
and mounted from the external shell on radial support
struts that supply the electric current to drive the mag
nets and on support cylinders that supply the p11B fuel
to neutral gas sources that feed the IEF system. The
general arrangement of the IEF unit and the external
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Figure 5 — Schematic outline of DFP engine, showing IEF
placement, confinement/thrust shell, and magnetic diverter
exhaust “nozzle;” thrust is to the right

The only unavoidable waste heat that must be removed
is that from the magnet coil containers, the electron
injection guns of the system, the decelerating grids of
the DCS structures, and the thrust shell surface that
“sees” bremsstrahlung from core electrons. The only
thermal power load on the magnets is that from core
bremsstrahlung; escaping fusion product ions can not
strike the magnets because their fields are so high that
they are magnetically insulated from such impact. The
egun load is due to electron leakage through the mag
net cusps, and the only DCS heating is due to impact of
fusion products on the collection grids with the residual
energy left aer direct conversion has taken place. How
ever, note that the DCS system for the DFP engine is
very small, as it need supply only the IEF drive injec
tion plus bremsstrahlung power; it is not used to con
vert the bulk of the fusion energy as in a directelectric
QED engine. Typically, the DCS system here will con
vert about 0.024 of the total fusion power to drive the
fusion system, itself.
The bremsstrahlung thermal load on the magnets is that
of the geometric intercept fraction of the magnet coils,
while the DCS postconvertor load depends on the ex
cess energy allowed to the fusion ions after passing
through the electrical deceleration portion of the con
vertor. For the p11B fusion reaction this can be kept to
less than 50 keV out of 2.53.8 MeV, limited only by
the energy spread introduced by the confining potential
well depth. Typically, the magnet geometric intercept
fraction can be kept below about 0.05 of the “allsky”
area, while the DCS grid intercept area fraction can be
as small as 0.025. Thus the magnets can intercept only
5 of the bremsstrahlung, while the remaining 95 is
deposited on other structures e.g. the eguns or the
thrust shell. All of the bremsstrahlung thermal load
must be cooled and radiated to space to preserve the
highIsp, potential of the DFP engine. Similarly, all of the
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electron injection power eventually must be cooled and
radiated to space, as must that fraction of fusion prod
uct power not converted in the DCS. The external shell
is insulated from residual charged particle kinetic power
by a strong magnetic field supplied by a large axial cur
rent flowing through the shell, as described below.
The electron injectors must supply the current needed
to drive operation of the EXL fusion stem in the “wie
ball” WB electron diamagnetic mode.8 This required
injection current is reduced by an egun electron reflec
tance factor of 1R;. typically R = 0.9. This power
must be taken as waste heat, from cooling of the gun
grids and the internal limiter structures at the ion
confining radius. However, the total electron power in
jected must also include the bremsstrahlung power,
which can be supplied only by electron input. In these
IEF systems fusion energy can not drive the bremsstrah
lung, as it can in large, equilibrium magnetic confine
ment machines.
To estimate heat loads and output performance of such
IEF sources, it is necessary to determine the gross fu
sion power, net power output, gain, drive power and
bremsstrahlung power for their operation. This has been
done or a wide parametric range for many fuels, using
the complex power balance code PBAL, developed
since 1990 for such analyses. Limiting interest to p11B,
Figure 6a,b shows an example of performance for the
reaction of 2, for R = 0.9 and other parameters as
shown on the figure.
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confinement/thrust shell in the DFP engine is shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 6a — Fusion power for p11B IEF system
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Figure 6b — Fusion gain for p11B IEF system

Consider a source with a fusionionconfining radius of
R = 5.0 m, driven electron injection at 220 keV and op
erated with an ion convergence ratio of <rc> = 1E3 at a
virtual anode height fraction of  = 1E3, with a B field of
13.5 kG at R, provided by superconducting magnets. For
these parameters the IEF device of Figure 6a,b will yield
gross fusion power of Pfus = 10,245 MW at a gross gain
Pfus/Pdriv of Ggr = 46.3. This gives an electron drive
power injection plus bremsstrahlung of Pdriv = 221
MWe. Assume that the direct convertor grids subtend
0.05 of the DCS surface as viewed from the IEF core,
and allow 70 keV spread in the convertor deceleration
process for a deceleration conversion eciency of 0.95.
Then, the complete conversion eciency of the DCS
will be 0.90. The remaining 0.10 of unconverted power
into the DCS must be radiated as waste heat. Since 1
MWe is needed to drive the machine, the DCS must
accept a fusion power of 245 MWfus, or about 0.024 of
the gross fusion power produced. For use of dual, oppo
sitely mounted DCS systems, this requires a DCS accep
tance solid angle fraction of 0.012, which is obtained
through a 2.19 m radius hole at the external shell radius
of 10 m from the IEF core center. The total waste heat
load is also this 245 MWth drive and DCS waste heat,
which must be dumped to space through a waste heat
radiator. Note that if the fusion power were to be con
verted in entirety at the DCS eciency, the system
would produce a net electric power of Pne = 9000 MWe.
With full waste heat space radiation, the system is lim
ited only by the maximum propellant specific impulse
associated with expulsion of the fusion product alpha
particles from p11B fusion. These leave with speeds of
2.22.7E9 cm/sec for a particleweighted average speed
of 2.4E9 cm/sec. Assuming particle escape from the IEF
source with a distribution characteristic of a diuse
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emitter from the external confinement/thrust shell exit
hole, the average eective specific impulse would be
about Isp = 1.2E6 sec or Isp = 1200. Regenerative cooling
is not used for any significant purpose in this system.
Lower Isp can be attained only by reducing the mean
energy per particle by mixing the fusion alphas with di
luent atoms/ions. Independent of the choice of diluent
i.e. water or ammonia are as useful as monatomic hy
drogen; this is not a temperaturelimited system, the
net eective Isp of the mixture is given simply by Ispmix =
Isp0/l +D0.5 where Isp0 is the undiluted specific impulse
1.2E6 sec, above and D is the diluent mass flow ratio.
For example, if the mass flow rate of diluent is taken to
be three times that of the fusion fuels, then the resulting
specific impulse will be onehalf of Isp0. At large dilution
ratios the Isp varies as 1/D0.5, so that 10,000:1 dilution
yields Ispmix = 12,000 sec, under the above assumptions.

4 DFP Engine System: Features and
Requirements
The thrust/mass ratio attainable in the DFP system is
determined by the masses of all of the subsystems of the
complete engine system. First of these is the EXL/IEF
unit, itself, consisting of the magnet coils, eguns and
power supplies, cryogenic cooling and limiter vacuum
systems, fuel feeds, and support structures. These must
be driven by electrical power provided by the DCS,
which includes the grids and stando structures, and
current leads to the IEF loads eguns and magnets. The
propulsion thrust subsystem is based on the external to
the IEF unit plasma confinement/thrust shell. This is
toroidal, with superconducting current carriers to pro
vide the toroidal field that confines the diluent ions and
fusion products until they reach some measure of energy
equilibration. It also includes the propellant/diluent feed
system and pumps and associated support structures.
Finally, the mass of the waste heat radiator must be in
cluded. Figure 5, previously, gives the arrangement of
subsystems in the DFP engine, and Figure 7 shows the
current paths and resulting B field distributions in the
engine system external to the IEF unit.

EXL/IEF Unit
and Toroidal Confinement Shell
The mass of an EXL/IEF unit for use in the DFP engine
will be determined principally by its magnet coils that
bound the active fusion system radius, R. Since there is
no confining vacuum shell around the EXL unit, the
only other masses of note are those of the eguns, ion
supplies, and support structures to hold the unit in place
within the external thrust shell. The magnet mass is de
termined entirely by its volume, and this is set by the
current required to produce the necessary B fields and
the fixed maximum current density Kc, amps/cm2 that
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can be utilized by the superconductors that make up the
magnet coils. A true spherical polyhedral truncatedcube
field configuration uses four identical coils, each of ra
dius R, intersecting as the projection of the truncated
cube bounded by their spherical surface. For a 13.5 kG
machine with a 5m radius, the current required is about
15.3 MA 1.53E7 amps in each of the coils. If the coils
can be run at Kd = 50 kA/cm2, for example, the conduc
tor crosssection must be 305 cm2. Since the total coil
length is 8R and its density is about 5.8 gm/cm3, the coil
mass is found to be 22,230 kg.
The external thrust shell, which is spherical, constitutes
the conducting boundary of a toroidal magnetic field
whose configuration allows the controlled confinement
of both fusion products and diluent ions until their es
cape through an exit hole to provide thrust. This exit
hole or “nozzle” is formed by external field coils that
create a “bundle” divertor5 for confined plasma. Such
divertors have been used in tokamak magnetic confine
ment research. The parameters that define the size of
this escape hole are all controllable by design, being de
termined by the magnetic field required for the toroidal
confinement system, the field needed to divert the pri
mary toroidal field and establish the desired size of exit
“nozzle” hole, and the Isp desired from the propellant
mixture. Note that the toroidal geometry is quite similar
to that of classical tokamak fusion concepts, without the
poloidal field, but that the fields needed here for ade
quate confinement are less than those used in such ma
chines by the square root of the ratio of energy ex
change Coulomb collision crosssections to fusion
reaction crosssections ca. 1000x.
This shell embodies two structures. One is the super
conductors that carry current to generate the outer sec
tion of the toroidal magnetic field and the other is a
thin, spherical skin of highstrength steel to carry the
magnetic pressure load of these conductors. The fields
insulate the shell from impact by the fusion products
and heated propellant ions. For good field coverage of
the surface, the design here uses 360 conductors spaced
at one degree intervals about 17.5 cm at the equator
that are made of 1.04 cm diameter superconductor ca
ble. Each cable carries 42.5 kA and is contained in leak
tight steel tubing outside the skin to allow passage of
cryogenic cooling fluid to maintain superconductor
temperature. These external superconductors converge
to about 3.5 cm spacing as they approach the torus axis,
and close the current loop through paraxial conically
arranged conductors that connect from the shell surface
radius to the IEF main coil feed system. These conical
conductor sets one at each end of the torus axis sup
port the IEF and bound the DCS volume at each end of
this support system. The total mass of the conductors
on the shell and return cones exclusive of IEF coils is
11,470 kg.
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The simplest way to design the electrical/magnetic sys
tem is to use the same current for both the IEF B field
coils and the shell superconductors. This will give a B
field at the mean shell radius of about 8.2 kG, and a sur
face field of 4.1 kG. If higher shell fields are desired, the
shell current can be doubled, while maintaining the
same IEF B field strength by splitting the current as it
feeds these coils. This will keep the main B field coil
mass the same but result in doubling the shell supercon
ductor mass and increasing the shell steel skin mass by a
factor of four. The lower shell fields seem adequate, as
the gyro radius of fusion alphas is only about 12.2 cm at
the shell mean radial field. Thus, the IEFtoshell spac
ing is ca. 41 gyro radii at fusion energies, allowing about
1700 eective energy exchange collisions before permit
ting alphas to reach the wail. This collisionality far ex
ceeds that needed to equilibrate the alphas with the
propellant or to control escape of the alphas, if no dilu
ent is used that higher shell currents and fields seem
unnecessary. Figure 7 shows the arrangement of current
paths and resulting B fields.
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Figure 7 — DFP engine current and B field configurations

Exact determination of the toroidal field strength re
quired in the DFP engine can be done only by analysis
of the collisional interactions that produce fusion alpha
slowingdown by Coulomb collisions with the inflowing
propellant/diluent, which is injected in the highfield
annular region around the DCS/torusaxis. The field
strength will aect this threedimensional flow and colli
sion process in the subsequent motion of these particles
towards their escape at the exit divertor field region of
the torus, but such a complete analysis is beyond the
scope of the work reported here. However, some illus
trative features of this process can be shown by exami
nation of the conditions for particle escape through the
“nozzle” hole as set by plasma/Bfield confinement.
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Engine Plasma Exhaust Flow
and Thrust
The total mass flow out of the exit hole is just the prod
uct of the plasma density i at the exit surface, the
plasma ion mass i, the exit speed 0.707 i, and the
hole area Aex. Multiplying this by the average exit speed
mean specific impulse of the escaping mixture yields
the system thrust. But the thrust times the exit speed is
just the system power, which is held fixed in this analy
sis. Finally the necessary remaining relationship between
exit plasma density and the toroidal B field is found
from the pressure balance p = nE = B2/8, where  is the
usual plasma “beta” parameter. This is simply the ratio
of kinetic pressure to magnetic pressure at the exit
plane. Combining all of these yields an equation for the
size of exit hole required as a function of the system
power, fusion alpha particle energy, diluent mass flow
mixture ratio D, plasma , and the surface B field Bex.
This equation incorporates all of the relevant physics
interrelationships of the system and is:

Aex  1.04

D  Pfus 
E   Bex2  4

Here the area is given in cm2 if E is alpha energy in
MeV, Pfus is in MW, and Bex is in kG kilogauss. As an
example, consider a system with Pfus = 10,000 MW, E =
4 MeV, with D = 25 and a plasma beta of  = 0.03 typi
cal. For these parameters the exit hole “nozzle” escape
area will be Aex = 0.867E6/’Bex2 cm2. If Bex = 4.1 kG, as for
the current flow conditions used above, this gives Aex =
5.156E4 cm2, for a hole radius of about 128.1 cm. Figure 5
shows such a thrust area at the equatorial divertor re
gion.

Electrical Power Supply and
IEF System Mounting
The DCS mass is small for a p11B fusion system simply
because it is converting only about 2.4 of the total
system power, and it is not large in size because it can
operate reliably at a voltage gradient of 1.5 MeV/m, and
the maximum convertor voltage required for p11B alphas
is only 3.8 MeV. For the dual axiallymounted DCS con
figuration, the acceptance hole area needed for this
power fraction is about 2.2 m in radius, and the stando
distance for the convertor grids is about 2 m. This ac
ceptance radius reduces to 1.1 m at the IEF boundary.
The shell return current conductors carry the full drive
current through a conical conductor arrangement, deliv
ering current to the distribution coil that feeds the main
IEF coils. A similar arrangement takes the current out
of the IEF at the opposite end and returns it to the shell
conductors. The IEF device is mounted so as to present
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a triangular face to the DCS units. This face area is
about 6 of the total sphere area, thus each DCS free
flow area fits well within the small dimensions of these
triangular polyhedral faces. The EXL unit, itself is sup
ported from the edge of the DCS hole by the return
current conductors, each carrying current to the eguns
and to the main coils from the electric power system
supplied by the DCS.
Three additional structural columns also carry the p11B
fuel gas as diborane, B2H6 to the ion or neutral gas in
jection system that fuels the unit. Natural boron can be
used, as this is over 80 boron11; thus avoiding the
need for isotopic separation of the fusion fuel. Other
supports are associated with the placement of the eguns
on each of the main square faces. These are all
mounted on radial spokes extending from the surface
shell support structure. Estimates give about 2290 kg for
the mass of the complete electric system, including dual
power conditioning and DCS structures. A 3He3He DCS
system using protons with maximum energy of about 11
MeV would be about 8.7 times larger in mass than a p11B
system of the same total power.

Waste Heat Radiator and
Cryogenic Cooling System
All of the 221 MW of electrical drive power and 24 MW
of unconverted particle power in the DCS must be dis
posed of as waste heat, to avoid Isp limitations from re
generative cooling. Thus, a space radiator capable of
handling 245 MW of radiated power is required. Since
the radiator mass is just the product of its area Arad and
its specific area density Prad its mass is fixed by the
choice of radiating temperature, for any given emissivity.
Using the usual formulas Prad = Trad4, where  is the
StefanBoltzmann radiation constant 5.67E12 w/
cm2K4, and a specific mass of 3 kg m2 singlesided
while allowing doublesided radiation, and taking a ra
diator temperature of 1050 oK, the radiator mass of the
example DFP engine system is found to be only 5290 kg.
Similarly, taking 70 watts of electric drive power as re
quired for each watt of cryogenic cooling power, and
limiting this to the unavoidable minimum due to
gamma and Xray heating of the superconductor coils
and conductors, it is found that the total cryogenic heat
load is about 50 kWth. For this, the cryogenic system
drive power must be about 3.5 MWe, all of which must
be dumped to space via a radiator system. By analogy
with the main space radiators, above, the cryogenic sys
tem radiators will have about 800 kg mass. The cryo
genic pump mass is estimated to be 1600 kg, and the
power supply for these is taken at 0.5 kg/kWe as 1750 kg
for a cryogenic system hardware mass of about 4150 kg.
The complete system must also include fluids stored and
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used over its life; this is estimated to be about 350 kg for
a total mass of 4500 kg.
Other masses include the six eguns, estimated at 840 kg
the propellant/diluent LH2supply pump system esti
mated at 500 kg; and the p11B fueling system, including
pumps, ion guns/injectors, and limiters, taken as 1000
kg. These and all the other system masses are summa
rized in the Table 1.

Summary of System Mass
Table 1 — System/Subsystem Masses
for DFP Fusion Rocket
Propulsion Engine
Subsystem

Estimated
Mass

Radiator, rad

5,290 kg

Misc., misc

1,320 kg

Comment
3 kg/m2; 1050 K

Cryogenic cooling
system, cryo

4,500 kg

70 W/cryoW

Shell, sh

2,950 kg

4.1 kG B field

Engine S/C, sc

11,470 kg

At 50 kA/cm2

IEF B field coils,
ief

22,230 kg

At 50 kA/cm2

Fusion fuel system,
pB

1,000 kg

Diluent System,
LH

500 kg

Electrical power
system, elec

2,290 kg

eguns, eg
Total

840 kg

At 10 kg/MWe
6 @ 140 kg

52,390 kg

5 OIS Vehicle Flight Performance
Engine Specific Impulse
Such an engine system oers very advanced performance
for longrang space flight missions. Typically, a single
stage space vehicle of practical construction can allow
about l/e of its full mass as empty mass after propellant
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expulsion. Such a vehicle will give a characteristic veloc
ity change increment during powered flight of c = gIsp.
Larger total flight velocity increment can be achieved
only by use of successive stages, each providing another
c from its own propulsive action. But, multistage
vehicles compound the overall vehicle system massratio
in an exponential fashion. Thus, systems beyond one
stage rapidly become very unattractive due to the ex
treme mass growth required to attain flight speeds
markedly in excess of the “characteristic” speed set by
gIsp. For this reason, interest here is restricted to single
stage vehicles only. This limits flight to missions that can
be accomplished within the range of  c = gIsp values
attainable with the DFP engine.
The maximum Isp possible from the DFP engine is about
1.2E6 sec for expulsion of the fusion product alphas,
alone, with a sine2 angular distribution at the engine
diverter exhaust plane. A lower limit also exists, set by
the maximum plasma density that can be sustained
within the confinement/thrust shell with tractable en
gine B fields and maximum allowable plasma densities
external to the IEF unit. This is about at a dilution ratio
of D = 200 or so; larger dilution gives higher thrust and
lower Isp, but may begin to aect IEF operation, and
gives lesser performance than the CSRB engine system,
anyway. Thus the useful and interesting range of dilution
ratios in the DFP engine is 1 < D < 200. The specific
impulse varies with the mass dilution ratio as Isp =
Isp0/D+10.5, where Isp0 is the specific impulse for no dilu
tion, as above. For the range of D just given, the result
ing range of Isp is 1.2E6 > Isp > 7E4 sec, thus the corre
sponding range of useful singlestage mission flight ve
locities is 1.2E9 > c > 7E7 cm/sec or from 70012,000
km/sec. Since one Astronomical Unit AU is about
1.5E13 and and there are 3.15E7 seconds in a year, this
velocity range is equivalent to a speed range of 1472520
AU/year. It is clear from this that the DFP engine oers
promise for distant substellar missions.

Continuously Accelerating Flight
The potential for QIS flight can be most simply ana
lyzed by noting that the engine system power will be
constant at its maximum value in any optimum opera
tion. Furthermore, although minimum time trajectories
may be constructed with variable Isp and constant power,
it is always found that maximum payload or dry mass
fraction is attained, for any given flight speed increment
by use of maximum Isp throughout the flight. Thus, the
analysis can be made on the basis of fixed power and
specific impulse. For these conditions, propellant con
sumption rate and engine thrust are fixed throughout
the flight. Assuming that the flight profile is in fieldfree
space allows ready integration of Newton’s equations for
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particle motion under constant force with changing ac
celeration.
For a rocket vehicle with propellant mass p equal to 1
1/e = 0.632 of the gross mass m0 at start of flight, the
vehicle final speed or characteristic velocity increment
will be gIsp = , the exhaust velocity of the propellant
Given fixed engine power and constant Isp, the flight
time during engine operation will be b = gJsp/a0p/
0 = 0.632gJsp/a0, where a0 is the initial force accelera
tion of the full vehicle. Similarly, flight distance under
thrusting power is found to be sb = 02/a012/e =
0.26402/a0. To assess actual performance for any de
sired Isp it is thus necessary to choose a vehicle initial
mass and engine power or ratio of power to vehicle
mass; noting that a0 = 2Pfus/og2Isp. For illustrative pur
poses take Pfus = 10,000 MW, as previously discussed for
the example DFP p11B engine system burns 0.144 gm/
sec of p11B, and assume that o = 400,000 kg. Then
flight performance for various Isp values will be as shown
in Table 2, following.
From this note how rapidly the flight “burn” time
changes with Isp, as does the p11B fuel consumed, and the
distance traversed in powered flight. Note, also, that
even though this example is only of a singlestage 1/e
vehicle, the highest Isp version is nearly but not quite a
starship, covering a distance of 0.56 light years LY in
its thrusting time of 40.1 yrs. This really astonishing per
formance is a direct result of the extremely high power/
mass ratio of the DFP engine, and of the use of its fu
sion products to provide direct thrust through the me
dium of the toroidalfieldconstrained thrust shell of the
DFP system. However, since the vehicles in these exam
ples are all moving at maximum speed at propellant
burnout, they are not practical contenders for realistic
flights involving human crews or scientific payloads for
emplacement at distant observation points e.g. in the
Oort Cloud.

Table 2 — Summary of Accelerating
QIS Flights with DFP Engines
All Flight Profiles
Isp

1E+06

3E+05

2E+05

1E5 sec

D

0.44

15.0

35.0

143

F

200

667

1000

2000 kg

a0

0.5

1.667

2.5

5.0 cm/sec2

dp/dt

0.2

2.22

5.0

20 gm/sec

181.6

16.35

7.26

1.82 T

fuel
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Continuously-Accelerating
Flight Profile
b

40.1

3.61

1.605

0.401 year

sb

35,200

951

281.8

35.2 AU 0.56LY

b = 

2100

630

420

210 AU/year

gIsp

c/30

3000

2000

1000 km/sec

Acceleration/Coast/Deceleration Flight
Of greater interest are missions in which the vehicle is
accelerated to half of its total velocity increment capa
bility, coasts a portion of the flight distance, and then
decelerates to zero spaceframe speed once again, so
that its passengers or payloads can be disembarked or
fixed at a prechosen point in space. Analysis of such
acceleration / coast / deceleration flights is somewhat
more tedious than for the simple acceleration profiles of
Table 2, but still straightforward because of the unique
optimal operational conditions for the DFP engine. Fol
lowing the previous arguments, integration of Newton’s
force equations gives simple formulas for flight time and
distance during the acceleration and deceleration phases
of flight. These are:
Acceleration

sb1 = 0.0902 02/
a0

b1 = 0.3935 0/
a0

Flight

pl = 0.3935 0

b1 = 0.6065
0

Coast

coas = 0/2 = gIsp/2

Deceleration

sb2 =
0.0646502/a0

b2 = 0.2387 0/
a0

Flight

p2 = 0.2387 0

b2 = 0.3678 0

Using these formulas, flight performance over the same
range of Isp as that of Table 2 was calculated for these
stationaryendpoint missions. The results are summa
rized in Table 3, which shows a variety of flight parame
ters for all flight phases, and gives total flight times for a
mission to 557.4 AU. The first six parameters Isp through
fuel of Table 2 apply to all QIS flight profiles for the
assumed engine conditions; these are not repeated in
Table 3. Inspection of the table shows that an optimum
Isp exists that will minimize the flight time for this or
any other mission, and that this lies somewhere be
tween 200,000 and 300,000 sec. Since the variation of
flight time with Isp is quite flat in this range, for the 557.4
AU mission, its precise choice is not critical. The dilu
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tion ratio varies from D = 0.44 to 143 over the range of
the table, and from 15 to 35 as Isp changes from 300,000
sec to 200,000 sec. Note also, that the coast velocity is
directly proportional, and the total burn time is in
versely proportional to the Isp as the fuel burn rate and
thrust power are fixed.

Table 3 — Summary of Acceleration/
Coast/Deceleration Flights
with DFP Engines
Isp

1E+06

3E+05

2E+05

1E5 sec

sb1

12,027

324.7

96.2

12.0 AU 0.191LY

b1

24.98

2.248

0.999

0.250 yr

b1

1050

315

210

105 AU/yr

scoas

N/A

0

392.2

536.8 AU

coas

N/A

0

1.783

5.112 yr

sb2

8620

232.7

69.0

8.6 AU 0.137LY

b2

15.15

1.364

0.606

0.152 yr

sbto

20,647

557.4

165.2

20.6 AU 0.328LY

to

40.13

3.612

3.388

5.514 yr

The mass distribution of such a vehicle is also of some
interest. Consider the system with Isp = 200,000 sec.
This has a dilution ratio of D = 35, thus its propellant is
largely hydrogen diluent, and its structure mass is prin
cipally that of the propellant tankage. This need not
withstand high accelerations. as these are never greater
than 0.01g = 10 cm/sec2, or so, thus this can be assumed
conservatively to be 10 of the propellant mass. Then
the mass distribution of the example vehicle system will
be: 0 = 400,000 kg is gross mass, p = 252,500 kg is
propellant mass, of which pB = 7,260 kg of p11B fusion
fuel and H = 245,240 kg is propellant diluent, str =
25,280 kg is propellant tankage and associated structure,
 = 51,705 kg is DFP engine, and L = 70,215 kg, or
17.6, is left for payload, guidance, electronics, instru
ments, etc. This is a very high payload fraction for a
singlestage vehicle on such a mission, and illustrates the
potential of the DFP engine.

6 Conclusions
p11B

It is evident that
DFP engine systems can be used
to achieve truly astonishing vehicle performance for
quasiinterstellar flight missions. To do so requires that
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they operate with dilution ratios in the range of 1040,
and with EXL/IEF power sources operating on p11B fu
sion at power levels of the order of 10,000 MW. Such a
source will be about 5 m radius, and the DFP engine
system that it powers will be roughly 10 m in radius
around the IEF source. Such engines outperform all
other advanced concepts for controlled fusion propul
sion by about 23 orders of magnitude. This advanced,
innovative space propulsion system can provide very
rapid transit for QIS missions, with high payload frac
tions in singe stage vehicles, and could allow practical
mission flight times to the Qort Cloud or to, the solar
gravitationallens point, for further scientific studies.
Use of the DFP engine for true interstellar travel is also
possible, although flight times will be inherently long,
even with use of multistage vehicles, because the “char
acteristic velocity” for accomplishment of such missions
over a period of 5 years, say, is about one light year per
year. This is equivalent to a propellant exhaust velocity
of c, the velocity of light, or a specific impulse of 3E7
sec. And this can not be reached with any rocket system
using mass expulsion for reaction drive. The DFP engine
represents the upper performance end of the spectrum
of advanced rocket propulsion engines based on the
inertialelectrostaticfusion power source concept. The
full spectrum seems capable of providing means for
practical spaceflight from groundtoearthorbit, to cis
lunar, interplanetary and quasiinterstellar flight mis
sions; all with singlestage vehicles with relatively large
structure factors and payload fractions. Further devel
opment of the basic IEF source can open the door to
this vision of practical spaceflight.
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